Geographic Profile – Hong Kong
Current as of 10/15/20

Total MBA/EMBA alumni: 366 (85 are EMBAs)
Total certificate alumni: 115
Total FY21 Reunion Year alumni: 116
External Relations and Development liaisons:
   Beth Brown: eb2922@gsb.columbia.edu
   Alexandra Kennedy: ak3924@gsb.columbia.edu
Alumni club presidents:
   Allen Lin ’08: alin08@gsb.columbia.edu
   Gene Soo ’09: gsoo09@gsb.columbia.edu
Board of Overseers members in region: 6
   Yang Diao ’01
   Ming Chu Hsu ’92
   Linda Ho McAfee ’73
   Christopher Cheng ’79
   Frank K. Tang ’94
   Filippo de Vecchi ’95
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